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Pentax me super film camera manual

I bought the Pentax ME Super with 50mm lens to enjoy the vintage charm of an old film camera. I'm an enthusiastic enthusiast and I have a modern SLR movie and a DSLR., , The SUPER ME is a great package. It has a wonderful automatic setting that allows you to manually select the aperture of your lens while the camera selects shutter speed (AV/Aperture priority setting on
today's modern cameras). This setting is largely foolproof on the super ME and you will get great images. For difficult lighting situations, there is an exposure compensation dial to underexpose or over-expose with two stops on each side. The same dial engages in a different way to select the ASA sensitivity (film speed)., , The camera also has a manual setting that allows you to
set shutter speed and aperture, but the camera gives you comments via LED on the left side of the viewfinder., , There is also a fully mechanical shutter setting 1/125s, for flash syncs and for your batteries are dead. The camera also has a Timer and a Bulb setting. To properly use the Bulb setting, get yourself a (lock) cable output for your long exposures., , There is no flash, no
autofocus, and no TV/Shutter priority mode., , The camera is extremely simple and easy to use!, , The only complaint I have with the camera itself is that it is quite small and it would benefit a lot. I'm a woman with medium sized hands and the camera feels too small for me and is a bit hard to hold, especially coming from my larger and generously grippy cameras, like my ZX-L and
K-30. However, the functionality of this camera is so nice, it's forgivable., I wish the shutter of the camera was fully mechanical so that the batteries wouldn't even be needed, but there are plenty of other nice old Pentax cameras to fill this niche (MX, KX, K1000 etc),' plus the batteries will last forever., as with any old camera, it's a good idea to have the camera cleaned and lightly
replaced. If you have someone who can calibrate shutter and light meter speeds, even better., enjoy Pentax! Enjoy the cinema! Pentax ME Super Posted 11-13-'06 The next page contains information about this camera. If the image below looks like your camera, click below to see the full manual. This manual camera library is for reference and historical purposes, all rights
reserved. This page is copyright© by, Mr. Butkus, NJ. This page cannot be sold or distributed without the expressed permission of the producer. I have no connection with any Camera company Manual Camera Library Online If you find this manual useful, how about a $3 donation to: Mr. Butkus, 29 Lake Ave., High Bridge, NJ 08829-1701 and send your email address so I can
thank you. Most other places would charge you $7.50 for an electronic copy or $18.00 for a hard-to-read Xerox copy. This will help me continue to host this site, buy new manuals, and pay their shipping fees. It'll make you feel better, won't it? If you use Pal, use the link below. Use the address above for a check, m.o. or cash. Click here to go to the main site of the camera manual
CLICK RIGHT ON THE CI-DESSOUS LIEN, READ SAVE TARGET AS SAVE TO FOLDER OF YOUR CHOICE Problems opening PDF files or printing problems - click here IF YOU WOULD LIKE THIS OR ANY PDF FILE PRINTED, BOUND AND MAILED TO YOU, SEE THIS OUTSIDE COMPANY'S OFFER - CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE TO PDF MANUAL This website or its
third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the objectives illustrated in cookie policy. If you would like to learn more or withdraw your consent to all or part of the cookies, please see the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you accept the use of
cookies. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 Table of Materials 52 Pentax ME Super Maker: Pentax Dates: 1980-1986 Variants: chrome, black, SE Camera Type: 35mm SLR Focus: Manual Lens Support: Pentax K with fully automatic Diaphragm Link Shutter: SEIKO
MFC-E2 Electronic Focal Plane, vertical, metal from 4s to 1/2000 Exposure counter: TTL, open aperture, center weighted by GPD cells. EV 1-19 Exposure modes: opening priority, manual, 125 mechanical, ASA/ISO range bulb: 12 to 1600 ISO Finder screen: fixed split-screen Flash shoe: fixed hot shoe, contact for dedicated flash Speed: 1/125 TTL Flash: no Motor drive: external
Winder ME (1.5i/s) or Winder ME II (2i/s) Battery: 2 × 1.5V (SR44, LR44 or equivalent) Weight: 445g w/o the number of lenses produced: Unknown In 1977, Pentax introduced two compact 35mm SLRs, the MX and the ME. These followed a trend towards a smaller size in SLR cameras inspired by 1972 Olympus OM-1. Of the pair, the ME was the self-exposure model, but lacked
manual shutter speed settings. In 1979 Pentax replaced the original ME with the simpler and more advanced MV ME Super, which had the following changes: manual mode added, which lights a green LED indicator in the shutter speed range from 4s to 1/2000, 1/125 on-and sub-exposure LED flashes flashing EF LED indicator when exposure clearing dial is moved away from the
standard 1x extra shoe contact position for dedicated Pentax flash units -1.0 eye diopter (changed of -0.5) The marking ASAHI in the pentaprism case was eliminated some time between the ME and the ME Super The Super version is also a fraction of a millimeter larger than the original ME, although the difference is imperceptible in use. two are exceptionally small bodies for a
full 24x36mm SLR format. The Pentax ME Super is a priority automatic camera aperture, with an electronically timed focal plane shutter from 4s to 1/2000, and with flash sync at 1/125. The shutter uses vertically moving metal curtains. For manual mode, the ME Super uses two buttons, top to bottom, bottom, select shutter speed, rather than a more conventional rotating dial. The
exposure counter is of the standard type ttl weighted aperture aperture in the center. It is activated by a slight push of the release button, which should illuminate one or more LEDs at the left edge of the viewfinder. The selector around the release button has five positions: L (lock), Auto, M (manual), 125X and B. With dead or missing batteries, A or M settings return to minimal,
uncalibrated shutter speed. The user who does not notice the LEDs of the spotless viewfinder and is fooled by the normal-sounding shutter operation may discover that they have only shot the film empty or largely underexposed. However, the B and 125X mechanical settings can be used without batteries. The Pentax ME Super has a 0.95x viewfinder, covering 92% of the field.
The finder screen is fixed, with a split image and a microprism ring in the center. The shutter speed chosen by the camera or user is displayed in the finder, although the aperture is not. The ME has a mechanical auto-timer with a maximum delay of about 10 seconds. After setting, the timer lever must be pushed clockwise again to start the countdown. The camera has a hot shoe
with extra contact. Dedicated Pentax flash units use this to communicate a flash-ready indicator in the viewfinder and to automatically select the correct shutter speed of 1/125 sec. The Pentax ME Super can accept either the external ME winder (1.5 i/s) or the latest Winder ME II (2i/s). The Pentax ME Super can also mount a Dial Data ME databack, or the later Digital Data M
databack via a cord adapter. Interchangeable lenses for the ME Super use the K-mount bayonet. SMC Pentax-M lenses are a more compact K-mount series introduced alongside ME and MX cameras. The Pentax ME Super exists in chrome or black finish. There is a special edition called ME Super SE, only sold in chrome finish; the differences are the SE marking and the
diagonal instead of the horizontal split-image device in the focus screen. A derivative with a primitive autofocus mechanism, called pentax ME-F, was published in 1981. Production of the ME Super ceased in 1986. Notes - ME Super page of Bojidar Dimitrov. Love links this camera! I had been using Nikon for a long time, and I always loved my trusty Nikkormat FT3. After borrowing
a Pentax ME Super with some M42 and K lenses, I realized this puppy with a Super Takumar 135mm f/3.5 on it weighed less than my Nikon body alone. The weight balanced when I put a 200mm on the Pentax, and a 50mm f/2 on the Nikon. This thing will feel weightless around your neck if you are used to cameras and lenses like that. Size is a so it shouldn't make the comments
too much. It's tiny, but fits perfectly into my little hands ish. Personally, with small fingers, shutter speed buttons are easier than a button. The lock mode is fantastic, I don't know why it's not on every camera. The shutter shutter priority car Shooting so simple and easy - just use the exposure compensation on the rewind side if necessary and it will take fantastic pictures. As a
camera for M42 lenses, it's perfect. Dial, pass the diaphragm to the manual (DOF preview this way, too!), set the shutter and click, or just click in the automatic, switch to the automatic. Very fast and easy. Unfortunately, I struggle a bit if I try to gauge DOF with fast K glass, and usually have to pull the camera away from my face several times to check the focus scale. This does
bother me about 20% of the time, however. In addition, counting and clearing are only in full judgments. If I was really picky, I guess I could do it by changing the ISO dial, though. If you're thinking about getting one, go ahead. $40 for a voucher on the FleaBay from a camera store, or just get one for $10 that only cocks the shutter from time to time - give it a few slaps on his ass and
it will be up and running again. Examples of upcoming images (shoot B W and print with an enlarger, most of the time; no film scanner.... yet) but pseudo-irrelevant to a camera body. EDIT: OH! I've just been informed that you don't have to turn the EV clearing dial all the way, so it can be set on all fractions of stops... Counting is still only in full shutdowns, so Page 2 Is my favorite
camera. Every time I look through the huge bright viewfinder, I smile. It's ridiculously small, fits perfectly in my hands, and I get excellent results in auto mode using exposure compensation. I like to rip the flap of a roll of film and stick it in the holder of the memo. 1/2000th allows me to use wider apertures and shoot film faster outdoors. I shoot the film slowly, so if I have Pro 800z or
Neopan 1600 loaded, I like to be able to shoot again outside. It really is a wonderful camera. So why would I give him an 8? Because it's an 8. It's a good 8. In fact, it's a super 8. It might even be the best 8, but it's still an 8. That's what I'm saying. Manual mode is a kind of pain. I hate matching my LEDs using small buttons. I wish it had rather a dial like the MX with under/more
LED. Or maybe I wish the MX had 1/2000th and an automatic mode. Also, the lack of dof preview me bugs. I try to control bokeh carefully, and with this camera, I'm always guessing. I wish I could use exposure compensation with 1600 speed film. I wish I could shoot 3200 speed films. I wish there was an AE lock. Some practical like my Minolta X700, which has a small button just
under the second finger of the right hand. What I realized I was thinking about this review is that I really just like the camera system. I have an M 20/4, M 35/2, and an M 50/1.7. I love each of these lenses, for their excellent handling of deortion and falloff light, and filmy character. They make shots look right, and just put the good mood. I also own a cannon Autofocus Film SLR
system, Minolta SLR film system (with the legendary 58/1.2), and a few rangefinders. I have a lot of sharp lenses, fast and autofocus lenses. But I'm still gravitating towards the SUPER ME and Mr. Lenses I'm going to put one on the camera, another one in my pocket, and just go shoot. So here it is. It's imperfect, but it's still my favorite camera system. Page 3 The Venerable ME
Super... Where can I start? I've used two of these cameras for years, decades actually. Small, light, accurate light measurement, and light viewfinder - what's not to like? Well, a couple of things maybe. Although the technology is advanced at the moment, if you are hooked on autofocus and a photo-taking button, stay away. On the other hand, if you want a cheap workhorse that
will give you nice impressions and/or slides, provided you do your part, you can't miss out with this camera. Many accessories have also been made for this camera, including a motorized winder with an optional 25 or 30 foot remote cord, data back (unfortunately obsolete), right angle viewers, and I think at some point a high-capacity motorized movie back. And I'm not even going
to start on the cheap, but great glass you can buy for this camera! Given the low prices they bring on ebay, it's hard not to like this little gem! Page 4 This is my favorite camera. Every time I look through the huge bright viewfinder, I smile. It's ridiculously small, fits perfectly in my hands, and I get excellent results in auto mode using exposure compensation. I like to rip the flap of a
roll of film and stick it in the holder of the memo. 1/2000th allows me to use wider apertures and shoot film faster outdoors. I shoot the film slowly, so if I have Pro 800z or Neopan 1600 loaded, I like to be able to shoot again outside. It really is a wonderful camera. So why would I give him an 8? Because it's an 8. It's a good 8. In fact, it's a super 8. It might even be the best 8, but it's
still an 8. That's what I'm saying. Manual mode is a kind of pain. I hate matching my LEDs using small buttons. I wish it had rather a dial like the MX with under/more LED. Or maybe I wish the MX had 1/2000th and an automatic mode. Also, the lack of dof preview me bugs. I try to control bokeh carefully, and with this camera, I'm always guessing. I wish I could use exposure
compensation with 1600 speed film. I wish I could shoot 3200 speed films. I wish there was an AE lock. Somewhere practical like my Minolta X700, which has a small button just under the second finger of the right hand. What I realized I was thinking about this review is that I really like The camera system. I have an M 20/4, M 35/2, and an M 50/1.7. I love each of these lenses, for
their excellent handling of deortion and falloff light, and filmy character. They make shots look right, and just put the good mood. I also own a cannon Autofocus Film SLR system, Minolta SLR film system (with the legendary 58/1.2), and a few rangefinders. I have a lot of sharp lenses, fast lenses, and autofocus lenses. But I'm still gravitating towards the SUPER ME and Mr. I'll stick
one on the camera, another my pocket, and just go shoot. So here it is. It's imperfect, but it's still my favorite camera system. Page 5 I was a collector of vintage lenses and the user before getting into the bodies of the film. I wanted a Pentax body to use with my then 4 (now 6) Pentax m lenses so went looking for a suitable slr camera. After watching a lot of YouTube clips and
reading online forums, I settled on a great me. The things I like are its size and weight. It's light enough that I really don't notice it hanging around my neck or on my shoulder for hours on end. The other major advantage is the fastest shutter speed of 1/2000th of a second. This is double the speed of my other three movie cameras and certainly saved me a few times when the sun
came out while using iso400 film. I don't want to shoot at f16 or f22 and having a faster shutter speed means that f8 and f11 are still completely usable. Finally, as a newer in film photography, I don't necessarily want to use the manual all the time. In this respect, the aperture priority system works wonders. The rolls of film I put through came back well exposed. If anything, they are
slightly overexposed, but that is easily fixed in pp. The only other slight negative is that it's not quite as easy to load the movie leader into the white fin box. There is no doubt that I will improve on it, but it is certainly not as easy as my konica minolta film body. All in all, it's a great little film camera. I love how it looks and how it feels in my hands. Once the film is loaded, it is super
intuitive to use. Highly recommended. Page 6 Love this camera! I had been using Nikon for a long time, and I always loved my trusty Nikkormat FT3. After borrowing a Pentax ME Super with some M42 and K lenses, I realized this puppy with a Super Takumar 135mm f/3.5 on it weighed less than my Nikon body alone. The weight balanced when I put a 200mm on the Pentax, and
a 50mm f/2 on the Nikon. This thing will feel weightless around your neck if you are used to cameras and lenses like that. Size is a personal thing, so it shouldn't make comments too much. It's tiny, but fits perfectly into my little hands ish. Personally, with small fingers, shutter speed buttons are easier than a button. The lock mode is fantastic, I don't know why it's not on every
camera. The auto shutter priority makes shooting so simple and easy - be sure to use exposure compensation on the rewind side if necessary and it take fantastic pictures. As a camera for M42 lenses, it's perfect. Dial, pass the diaphragm to the manual (DOF preview this way, too!), set the shutter and click, or just click in the automatic, switch to the automatic. Very fast and easy.
Unfortunately, I struggle a bit if I try to gauge DOF with fast K glass, and usually have to pull the camera away from my face several times to check the focus scale. This does bother me about 20% of the time, however. In addition, counting and clearing are only in full judgments. If I was really picky, I guess could do this by changing the ISO dial, however. If you're thinking about
getting one, go ahead. $40 for a voucher on the FleaBay from a camera store, or just get one for $10 that only cocks the shutter from time to time - give it a few slaps on his ass and it will be up and running again. Examples of upcoming images (shoot B W and print with an enlarger, most of the time; no film scanner.... yet) but pseudo-irrelevant to a camera body. EDIT: OH! I've just
been informed that you don't have to turn the EV clearing dial all the way, so it can be set on all fractions of stops... Counting is still only in full shutdowns, so page 7 Love this camera! I had been using Nikon for a long time, and I always loved my trusty Nikkormat FT3. After borrowing a Pentax ME Super with some M42 and K lenses, I realized this puppy with a Super Takumar
135mm f/3.5 on it weighed less than my Nikon body alone. The weight balanced when I put a 200mm on the Pentax, and a 50mm f/2 on the Nikon. This thing will feel weightless around your neck if you are used to cameras and lenses like that. Size is a personal thing, so it shouldn't make comments too much. It's tiny, but fits perfectly into my little hands ish. Personally, with small
fingers, shutter speed buttons are easier than a button. The lock mode is fantastic, I don't know why it's not on every camera. The auto shutter priority makes shooting so simple and easy - be sure to use exposure compensation on the rewind side if necessary and it will take fantastic pictures. As a camera for M42 lenses, it's perfect. Dial, pass the diaphragm to the manual (DOF
preview this way, too!), set the shutter and click, or just click in the automatic, switch to the automatic. Very fast and easy. Unfortunately, I struggle a bit if I try to gauge DOF with fast K glass, and usually have to pull the camera away from my face several times to check the focus scale. This does bother me about 20% of the time, however. In addition, counting and clearing are only
in full judgments. If I was really picky, I guess I could do it by changing the ISO dial, though. If you're thinking about getting one, go ahead. $40 for a voucher on the FleaBay from a camera store, or just get one for $10 that only cocks the shutter from time to time - give it a few slaps on his ass and it will be up and running again. Examples of upcoming images (shoot B W and print
with an enlarger, the Time no film scanner.... yet) but pseudo-irrelevant to a camera body. EDIT: OH! I've just been informed that you don't have to turn the EV clearing dial all the way, so it can be set on all fractions of stops... Counter is still only in full stops, so page 8 The venerable ME Super ... Where can I start? I've used two of these cameras for years, decades actually. Small,
light, accurate light measurement, and light viewfinder - what's not to like? Well, a couple of things maybe. Although the technology is advanced for the time, if you are hooked on autofocus a button photo, stay away. On the other hand, if you want a cheap workhorse that will give you nice impressions and/or slides, provided you do your part, you can't miss out with this camera.
Many accessories have also been made for this camera, including a motorized winder with an optional 25 or 30 foot remote cord, data back (unfortunately obsolete), right angle viewers, and I think at some point a high-capacity motorized movie back. And I'm not even going to start on the cheap, but great glass you can buy for this camera! Given the low prices they bring on ebay,
it's hard not to like this little gem! Page 9 Is my favorite camera. Every time I look through the huge bright viewfinder, I smile. It's ridiculously small, fits perfectly in my hands, and I get excellent results in auto mode using exposure compensation. I like to rip the flap of a roll of film and stick it in the holder of the memo. 1/2000th allows me to use wider apertures and shoot film faster
outdoors. I shoot the film slowly, so if I have Pro 800z or Neopan 1600 loaded, I like to be able to shoot again outside. It really is a wonderful camera. So why would I give him an 8? Because it's an 8. It's a good 8. In fact, it's a super 8. It might even be the best 8, but it's still an 8. That's what I'm saying. Manual mode is a kind of pain. I hate matching my LEDs using small buttons. I
wish it had rather a dial like the MX with under/more LED. Or maybe I wish the MX had 1/2000th and an automatic mode. Also, the lack of dof preview me bugs. I try to control bokeh carefully, and with this camera, I'm always guessing. I wish I could use exposure compensation with 1600 speed film. I wish I could shoot 3200 speed films. I wish there was an AE lock. Somewhere
practical like my Minolta X700, which has a small button just under the second finger of the right hand. What I realized I was thinking about this review is that I really just like the camera system. I have an M 20/4, M 35/2, and an M 50/1.7. I love each of these lenses, for their excellent handling of deortion and falloff light, and filmy character. They make shots look right, and just put
the good mood. I also own a cannon Autofocus Film SLR system, Minolta SLR film system (with the legendary 58/1.2), and a few rangefinders. I have a lot of sharp lenses, fast lenses, and autofocus lenses. But I'm still gravitating towards the SUPER ME and Mr. Lenses I'm going to put one on the camera, another one in my pocket, and just go shoot. There you go. It's imperfect,
but it's still my favorite camera system. Page 10 This is my favorite camera. Every time I look through the huge bright viewfinder, I smile. It's ridiculously small, fits perfectly in my hands, and I get excellent results in auto mode using exposure compensation. I like to rip the flap of a roll of film and stick it in the holder of the memo. 1/2000th allows me to use wider apertures and shoot
film faster outdoors. I shoot the film slowly, so if I have Pro 800z or Neopan 1600 1600 I like being able to shoot outside again. It really is a wonderful camera. So why would I give him an 8? Because it's an 8. It's a good 8. In fact, it's a super 8. It might even be the best 8, but it's still an 8. That's what I'm saying. Manual mode is a kind of pain. I hate matching my LEDs using small
buttons. I wish it had rather a dial like the MX with under/more LED. Or maybe I wish the MX had 1/2000th and an automatic mode. Also, the lack of dof preview me bugs. I try to control bokeh carefully, and with this camera, I'm always guessing. I wish I could use exposure compensation with 1600 speed film. I wish I could shoot 3200 speed films. I wish there was an AE lock.
Somewhere practical like my Minolta X700, which has a small button just under the second finger of the right hand. What I realized I was thinking about this review is that I really just like the camera system. I have an M 20/4, M 35/2, and an M 50/1.7. I love each of these lenses, for their excellent handling of deortion and falloff light, and filmy character. They make shots look right,
and just put the good mood. I also own a cannon Autofocus Film SLR system, Minolta SLR film system (with the legendary 58/1.2), and a few rangefinders. I have a lot of sharp lenses, fast lenses, and autofocus lenses. But I'm still gravitating towards the SUPER ME and Mr. Lenses I'm going to put one on the camera, another one in my pocket, and just go shoot. So here it is. It's
imperfect, but it's still my favorite camera system. Page 11 I was a collector of vintage lenses and the user before getting into the bodies of the film. I wanted a Pentax body to use with my then 4 (now 6) Pentax m lenses so went looking for a suitable slr camera. After watching a lot of YouTube clips and reading online forums, I settled on a great me. The things I like are its size and
weight. It's light enough that I really don't notice it hanging around my neck or on my shoulder for hours on end. The other major advantage is the fastest shutter speed of 1/2000th of a second. This is double the speed of my other three movie cameras and certainly saved me a few times when the sun came out while using iso400 film. I don't want to shoot at f16 or f22 and having
a faster shutter speed means that f8 and f11 are still completely usable. Finally, as a newer in film photography, I don't necessarily want to use the manual all the time. In this respect, the aperture priority system works wonders. The rolls of film I put through came back well exposed. If something, they are slightly overexposed, but that is easily fixed in pp. The only other slight
negative is that it's not quite as easy to load the movie leader into the white fin box. There is no doubt that I will improve on it, but it is certainly not as easy as my konica minolta film body. All in all, it's a great little film camera. I love how it looks and how it feels in my hands. Once the film is loaded, it is super intuitive to use. Highly recommended. Page 12 Love this I had been using
Nikon for a long time, and I always loved my trusty Nikkormat FT3. After borrowing a Pentax ME Super with some M42 and K lenses, I realized this puppy with a Super Takumar 135mm f/3.5 on it weighed less than my Nikon body alone. The weight balanced when I put a 200mm on the Pentax, and a 50mm f/2 on the Nikon. This thing will feel weightless around your neck if you are
used to cameras and lenses like that. Size is a personal thing, so it shouldn't make comments too much. It's tiny, but fits perfectly into my little hands ish. Personally, with small fingers, shutter speed buttons are easier than a button. The lock mode is fantastic, I don't know why it's not on every camera. The auto shutter priority makes shooting so simple and easy - be sure to use
exposure compensation on the rewind side if necessary and it will take fantastic pictures. As a camera for M42 lenses, it's perfect. Dial, pass the diaphragm to the manual (DOF preview this way, too!), set the shutter and click, or just click in the automatic, switch to the automatic. Very fast and easy. Unfortunately, I struggle a bit if I try to gauge DOF with fast K glass, and usually
have to pull the camera away from my face several times to check the focus scale. This does bother me about 20% of the time, however. In addition, counting and clearing are only in full judgments. If I was really picky, I guess I could do it by changing the ISO dial, though. If you're thinking about getting one, go ahead. $40 for a voucher on the FleaBay from a camera store, or just
get one for $10 that only cocks the shutter from time to time - give it a few slaps on his ass and it will be up and running again. Examples of upcoming images (shoot B W and print with an enlarger, most of the time; no film scanner.... yet) but pseudo-irrelevant to a camera body. EDIT: OH! I've just been informed that you don't have to turn the EV clearing dial all the way, so it can
be set on all fractions of stops... Counting is still only in full shutdowns, so page 13 this is my favorite camera. Every time I look through the huge bright viewfinder, I smile. It's ridiculously small, fits perfectly in my hands, and I get excellent results in auto mode using exposure compensation. I like to rip the flap of a roll of film and stick it in the holder of the memo. 1/2000th allows me
to use wider apertures and shoot film faster outdoors. I'm shooting the slowly, so if I have Pro 800z or Neopan 1600 loaded, I like to be able to shoot again outside. It really is a wonderful camera. So why would I give him an 8? Because it's an 8. It's a good 8. In fact, it's a super 8. It might even be the best 8, but it's still an 8. That's what I'm saying. Manual mode is a kind of pain. I
hate matching my LEDs using small buttons. I wish it had rather a dial like the MX with under/more LED. Or maybe I wish the MX had 1/2000th and an automatic mode. Also, the lack of dof preview me bugs. I try to control bokeh carefully, and and this camera, I'm still guessing. I wish I could use exposure compensation with 1600 speed film. I wish I could shoot 3200 speed films. I
wish there was an AE lock. Somewhere practical like my Minolta X700, which has a small button just under the second finger of the right hand. What I realized I was thinking about this review is that I really just like the camera system. I have an M 20/4, M 35/2, and an M 50/1.7. I love each of these lenses, for their excellent handling of deortion and falloff light, and filmy character.
They make shots look right, and just put the good mood. I also own a cannon Autofocus Film SLR system, Minolta SLR film system (with the legendary 58/1.2), and a few rangefinders. I have a lot of sharp lenses, fast lenses, and autofocus lenses. But I'm still gravitating towards the SUPER ME and Mr. Lenses I'm going to put one on the camera, another one in my pocket, and
just go shoot. So here it is. It's imperfect, but it's still my favorite camera system. Page 14 I was a collector of vintage lenses and the user before getting into film bodies. I wanted a Pentax body to use with my then 4 (now 6) Pentax m lenses so went looking for a suitable slr camera. After watching a lot of YouTube clips and reading online forums, I settled on a great me. The things
I like are its size and weight. It's light enough that I really don't notice it hanging around my neck or on my shoulder for hours on end. The other major advantage is the fastest shutter speed of 1/2000th of a second. This is double the speed of my other three movie cameras and certainly saved me a few times when the sun came out while using iso400 film. I don't want to shoot at
f16 or f22 and having a faster shutter speed means that f8 and f11 are still completely usable. Finally, as a newer in film photography, I don't necessarily want to use the manual all the time. In this respect, the aperture priority system works wonders. The rolls of film I put through came back well exposed. If anything, they are slightly overexposed, but that is easily fixed in pp. The
only other slight negative is that it's not quite as easy to load the movie leader into the white fin box. There is no doubt that I will improve on it, but it is certainly not as easy as my konica minolta film body. All in all, it's a great little film camera. I love how it looks and how it feels in my hands. Once the film is loaded, it is super intuitive to use. Highly recommended. Page 15 Love this
camera! I had been using Nikon a long time, and I've always loved my trusty Nikkormat FT3. After borrowing a Pentax ME Super with some M42 and K lenses, I realized this puppy with a Super Takumar 135mm f/3.5 on it weighed less than my Nikon body alone. The weight balanced when I put a 200mm on the Pentax, and a 50mm f/2 on the Nikon. This thing will feel weightless
around your neck if you are used to cameras and lenses like that. Size is a personal thing, so it shouldn't make comments too much. It's tiny, but fits fits in my little hands. Personally, with small fingers, shutter speed buttons are easier than a button. The lock mode is fantastic, I don't know why it's not on every camera. The auto shutter priority makes shooting so simple and easy -
be sure to use exposure compensation on the rewind side if necessary and it will take fantastic pictures. As a camera for M42 lenses, it's perfect. Dial, pass the diaphragm to the manual (DOF preview this way, too!), set the shutter and click, or just click in the automatic, switch to the automatic. Very fast and easy. Unfortunately, I struggle a bit if I try to gauge DOF with fast K glass,
and usually have to pull the camera away from my face several times to check the focus scale. This does bother me about 20% of the time, however. In addition, counting and clearing are only in full judgments. If I was really picky, I guess I could do it by changing the ISO dial, though. If you're thinking about getting one, go ahead. $40 for a voucher on the FleaBay from a camera
store, or just get one for $10 that only cocks the shutter from time to time - give it a few slaps on his ass and it will be up and running again. Examples of upcoming images (shoot B W and print with an enlarger, most of the time; no film scanner.... yet) but pseudo-irrelevant to a camera body. EDIT: OH! I've just been informed that you don't have to turn the EV clearing dial all the
way, so it can be set on all fractions of stops... Counting is still only in full shutdowns, so Page 16 is my favorite camera. Every time I look through the huge bright viewfinder, I smile. It's ridiculously small, fits perfectly in my hands, and I get excellent results in auto mode using exposure compensation. I like to rip the flap of a roll of film and stick it in the holder of the memo. 1/2000th
allows me to use wider apertures and shoot film faster outdoors. I shoot the film slowly, so if I have Pro 800z or Neopan 1600 loaded, I like to be able to shoot again outside. It really is a wonderful camera. So why would I give him an 8? Because it's an 8. It's a good 8. In fact, it's a super 8. It might even be the best 8, but it's still an 8. That's what I'm saying. Manual mode is a kind of
pain. I hate matching my LEDs using small buttons. I wish it had rather a dial like the MX with under/more LED. Or maybe I wish the MX had 1/2000th and an automatic mode. Also, the lack of dof bugs me. I try to control bokeh carefully, and with this camera, I'm always guessing. I wish I could use exposure compensation with 1600 speed film. I wish I could shoot 3200 speed films.
I wish there was an AE lock. Somewhere practical like my Minolta X700, which has a small button just under the second finger of the right hand. What I realized I was thinking about this review is that I really just like the camera system. I have an M 20/4, M 35/2, and an M 50/1.7. I love each of these lenses, for their excellent handling of deortion and falloff light, and filmy character.
Filmy. make looks right, and just put the good mood. I also own a cannon Autofocus Film SLR system, Minolta SLR film system (with the legendary 58/1.2), and a few rangefinders. I have a lot of sharp lenses, fast lenses, and autofocus lenses. But I'm still gravitating towards the SUPER ME and Mr. Lenses I'm going to put one on the camera, another one in my pocket, and just go
shoot. So here it is. It's imperfect, but it's still my favorite camera system. Page 17 I have three. Just fixed one (replaced the ground glass of an MV). It's a small machine with great possibilities. I love him. Manual mode is just great. You LEDs are brilliant. The flicker of the LED when the battery is discharged is a genius. The mirror is silent (much quieter than a K20D). What more
can we ask for? I chose an old M42 Industar 50/3.5 pancake, with K adapter. It's a pocket combination that I use as such. I don't even bother to put a lens cap on such a lens. The huge VF: Makes me wonder what DSLR manufacturers think? It helps me a lot with the composition instead of coming between me and the image. You don't have enough good works for this little
workhorse. I have an ME mint that I'm going to have a hard time getting back to, due to the mirror slap and lack of the exposure compensation warning indicator. 4 years later edit: Still have this ME-Super, along with another, and a few other cameras. It is always used the most, accompanied by the pancake 40/2.8. I used almost exclusively in Domincan Rep. last year for my
wedding trip. All the photos are gorgeous! Page 18 Benefits Very compact, auto and manual controls, huge conscientious viewfinder, shutter speed buttons a little hard to use Rating 9 Price (U.S. Dollars) 70 years owned 1 I can recommend this camera: Yes Value, Features, Performance - Size Value: 10/10 Features: 8/10 Performance: 9/10 Size: 10/10 Camera Review The
Pentax MEtax Super is my first and only SLR movie since I started photography with the K-x. From a dslr user's perspective, the ME Super represents a refreshing change from the digital age. The camera is absolutely tiny compared to even the very small K-x. Compared to my K20D, the ME Super is almost picket size. As such, sometimes I can throw the camera, a quick 50, and
an extra roll of film with me in a bag and be put. The camera feels like a solid weight in the hand, and feels like it can take its fair share of abuse and just keep working. Superb build quality, compared to the plastics used in many products seen today. For such a small package, most dslr users pleasantly surprised to find that the SUPER ME is packing an absolutely huge viewfinder.
If all you've ever used is an aps-c size viewfinder, you'll be amazed. The viewfinder contains a horizontal split prism, as well as a microprism focus ring. These two focus aids make manual focus a breeze, and very accurate. Feature wise, the ME Super contains almost all the features I could on a slr. The camera is designed to operate in automatic mode, which is essentially the
aperture priority mode of modern dslrs. Just set your film speed, then the aperture, and the camera does the rest, as far as exposure is concerned. It's always up to you to make meaningful compositions. The ME Super, unlike the ME, also has a manual mode. Two black buttons to the left of the shutter release allow the user to switch the shutter speed from 4s to 1/2000s. The fact
that a manual mode exists is very nice, but the buttons are quite cumbersome to reach and it is a bit difficult to accurately measure a scene manually, as there is no traditional exposure counter with a needle, but the green lights that light up next to correct the shutter speeds. Personally, I always let the camera on Auto and let it do its job. Some features that I wish it had were lock
mirror and depth of field preview. These cameras are plentiful and cheap on the used market, but many have problems with the accuracy of shutter speed and foam seals. My ME Super was in good mint condition, but the shutter speeds were inaccurate and the foam joints were made for. A CLA costs about $65, but after that the camera should last more than a decade before you
need more maintenance. All in all, if you're thinking about trying the movie, the Super ME is a profitable and beautiful little camera, just be careful that the bargain you think you're getting is really a bargain. Page 19 This device has the perfect weight. Don't bother me when it hangs from my shoulder - is nice and stable when shooting. Normally I do take the 28mm (f version 3.5K -
yes!) and just leave it on the body. Shooting makes a lot less noise than with my old friend, the K-X. The ME is certainly more suitable for street photography. It feels less reliable than my K-X though, even though I haven't had any problems. And that's cheap dirt - mine came with the 28-80mm Takumar zoom and an engine drive (neither I've ever used) for the euro equivalent of
$35, including the cost of mail. I had to renew the joints and clean the ground glass, which had the remains of old seals glued to it. Remove the old gum was done in two minutes. In fact, alcohol did the job For the price I paid, I'll be happy to buy a second ME, just to have a spare in case one of them dies. Page 20 Benefits Very compact, auto and manual controls, huge
conscientious viewfinder, shutter speed buttons a little hard to use Rating 9 Price (U.S. Dollars) 70 years owned 1 I can recommend this camera Yes Value, Features, Performance - Size Value: 10/10 Features: 8/10 Performance: 9/10 Size: 10/10 Camera Review The Pentax MEtax Super is my first and only SLR movie since I started photography with the K-x. From a dslr user's
perspective, the ME Super represents a refreshing change from the digital age. The camera is absolutely tiny compared to even the very small K-x. Compared to my K20D, the ME Super is almost picket size. As sometimes I can throw the camera, a quick 50, and an extra roll of film with me in a bag and be put. The camera feels like a solid weight in the hand, and feels like it can
take its fair share of abuse and just keep working. Superb build quality, compared to the plastics used in many products seen today. For such a small package, most dslr users will be pleasantly surprised to find that the SUPER ME is packing an absolutely huge viewfinder. If all you've ever used is an aps-c size viewfinder, you'll be amazed. The viewfinder contains a horizontal split
prism, as well as a microprism focus ring. These two focus aids make manual focus a breeze, and very accurate. Feature wise, the ME Super contains almost all the features I might want on a slr. The camera is designed to operate in automatic mode, which is essentially the aperture priority mode of modern dslrs. Just set your film speed, then the aperture, and the camera does
the rest, as far as exposure is concerned. It's always up to you to make meaningful compositions. The ME Super, unlike the ME, also has a manual mode. Two black buttons to the left of the shutter release allow the user to switch the shutter speed from 4s to 1/2000s. The fact that a manual mode exists is very nice, but the buttons are quite cumbersome to reach and it is a bit
difficult to accurately measure a scene manually, as there is no traditional exposure counter with a needle, but the green lights that light up next to correct the shutter speeds. Personally, I always let the camera on Auto and let it do its job. Some features that I wish it had were lock mirror and depth of field preview. These cameras are plentiful and cheap on the used market, but
many have problems with the accuracy of shutter speed and foam seals. My ME Super was in good mint condition, but the shutter speeds were inaccurate and the foam joints were made for. A CLA costs about $65, but after that the camera should last more than a decade before you need more maintenance. All in all, if you're thinking about trying the movie, the Super ME is a
profitable and beautiful little camera, just be careful that the bargain you think you're getting is really a bargain. Page 21 This is my favorite camera. Every time I look through the huge bright viewfinder, I smile. It's ridiculously small, fits perfectly in my hands, and I get excellent results in auto mode using exposure compensation. I like to rip the flap of a roll of and stick it in the holder
of the memo. 1/2000th allows me to use wider apertures and shoot film faster outdoors. I shoot the film slowly, so if I have Pro 800z or Neopan 1600 loaded, I like to be able to shoot again outside. It really is a wonderful camera. So why would I give him an 8? Because it's an 8. It's a good 8. In fact, it's a super 8. It might even be the best 8, but it's still an 8. That's what I'm saying.
Manual mode is a kind of pain. I hate matching my LEDs using small buttons. I'd like to instead had a dial like the MX with under/on LED. Or maybe I wish the MX had 1/2000th and an automatic mode. Also, the lack of dof preview me bugs. I try to control bokeh carefully, and with this camera, I'm always guessing. I wish I could use exposure compensation with 1600 speed film. I
wish I could shoot 3200 speed films. I wish there was an AE lock. Somewhere practical like my Minolta X700, which has a small button just under the second finger of the right hand. What I realized I was thinking about this review is that I really just like the camera system. I have an M 20/4, M 35/2, and an M 50/1.7. I love each of these lenses, for their excellent handling of deortion
and falloff light, and filmy character. They make shots look right, and just put the good mood. I also own a cannon Autofocus Film SLR system, Minolta SLR film system (with the legendary 58/1.2), and a few rangefinders. I have a lot of sharp lenses, fast lenses, and autofocus lenses. But I'm still gravitating towards the SUPER ME and Mr. Lenses I'm going to put one on the
camera, another one in my pocket, and just go shoot. So here it is. It's imperfect, but it's still my favorite camera system. System.
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